Text Summarization has received a great deal of attention in the past couple of decades. It has gained a lot of interest especially with the proliferation of the Internet and the new technologies. Arabic as a language still lacks research in the field of Information Retrieval. In this paper, we explore lexical cohesion using lexical chains for an extractive summarization system for Arabic documents.
I. INTRODUCTION UMMARY is a "text that is produced from one or more texts, that conveys important information in the original text(s), and that is no longer than half of the original text(s) and usually significantly less than that"
. Summarization dates back to the late fifties where the first attempts relied entirely on statistical approaches [15] . The sentence consisting of words with a high frequency were given a higher weight than the others indicating the importance of these sentences. Other than the mentioned approach, many different approaches were devised to tackle the problem of summarization [4] , [16] , [12] . Cue phrases and lead method are one of the many approaches, the former extracts sentences containing words or phrases for e.g., "significant", "In this paper" etc. The latter extracts first sentences of paragraphs assuming they contain the main idea. These methods rely on shallow approaches to indicate the importance of sentences to be included in the summary. Other approaches look at deeper levels like similarity that occurs when two words share a common stem, as in for instance the thesaural relationships that identify the different semantic relations existing between words, or the Rhetorical Structure Theory which identifies the relationship between text units [23] .
There have been a few studies done on summarizing Arabic documents. Lakhas attempted generating summary using a hybrid approach [6] . The developed system relied on shallow approaches; frequency calculations, indicative expressions (cue words), lead method and title method. The system was evaluated in DUC 2004 (Document Understanding Conference). Systems that produce user focused summaries such as the one developed by El-Haj, and al [10] generates query based and concept based summaries. Arabic Query Based Text Summarization System (AQBTSS) is a query based single document summarizer that generates summaries relevant to the user query. Each sentence in the document is compared against the user query and only the relevant sentences are extracted. The other system Arabic Concept Based Text Summarization System (ACBTSS) is a concept based summarizer that generates a summary by matching each sentence against a set of keywords entered by the user, and these words represent a specific concept. The system uses a vector space model (VSM) that makes use of two measures; term frequency (tf) and inverse document frequency (idf) to weighing sentences.
A different approach devised using clustering techniques [24] . In this technique the roots are extracted for each word and are placed in the appropriate cluster. The words are assigned weights based on the number of words in the cluster it belongs. In addition to that it makes use of cue words which can enhance the weight of the sentence. The system then extracts sentences with highest scores, and the number of sentences depends on the size of the document.
Summarization can be described as a two-step process: (1) Building a source representation from the original text, and (2) Converting the source representation to an intermediate representation.
The input to the summarization systems can be in the form of textual data or other types of multimedia such as audio, video or images. Furthermore, summarization can even be performed on single documents or multiple documents consisting of a single language or more than one language also called multi-lingual. Output of the summarization system can be categorized into two groups: extracts and abstracts. Extract summaries consist of sentences from the original document whereas abstract summaries paraphrase some sections of the text or formed from the generated sentences. This requires language generation techniques and has some challenges.
Presenting a user with an adequate summary requires capturing the main theme of the document. This can be accomplished by looking at the related words in the document. Lexical cohesion can be created by semantically related words and represented by lexical chains. Lexical chains groups together semantically related words.
In comparison to English, and despite the recent interest due to geopolitic issues, Arabic still lacks research in the field of Information Retrieval. The factors contributing to this challenge of automatic processing of Arabic is the Arabic script itself due to the lack of dedicated letters to represent short vowels, changes in the form of the letter depending on its place in the word, and the absence of capitalization and minimal punctuation, Arabic words can be ambiguous as diacritics have been disappearing in contemporary writings [11] . Another factor is the normalization due to the inconsistency in the use of diacritic marks and certain letters in contemporary Arabic texts. Some Arabic letters share the same shape and are only differentiated by adding certain marks such as a dot, a hamza or a madda placed above or below the letter. For example, the "alif" in Arabic ‫)ا(‬ may be three different letters depending on whether it has a hamza above as in ‫)أ(‬ or a Hamza below as in ‫)إ(‬ or a madda above as in ‫.)آ(‬ Recognizing these marks above or below a letter is essential to be able to distinguish between apparently similar letters. But texts written in MSA often do not incorporate voweling as mentioned earlier nor do they adhere to the "proper" inclusion of marks above or beneath some Arabic letters. To manage this problem, the common practice in Arabic NLP systems is to normalize the input text [ 41 ] . For example, in order to handle the different variations in Arabic script, they replace the initial alif with a hamza above or below with simply an alif, or bare alif. They also normalize the alif madda with a bare alif. Further, they normalize the final taa marbuuTa ‫ة(‬ or ‫)ىة‬ with a final haa ‫ه(‬ or ‫ىه‬ ) and the alif maqsuura ( ‫)ى‬ with the yaa ‫.)ي(‬ In this paper we implement an algorithm that generates an extractive summary for Arabic single document using lexical chains. It makes use of WordNet [19] , a lexical resource database containing nouns, verbs, adverbs and adjectives and groups each of them into set of synonyms called synsets. These synsets are related to others via semantic relations. The system will also make re-use of a parser and part-of-speech tagger to identify nouns. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses previous works on lexical chains especially in the context of Summarization. Section 3 gives an overview of lexical cohesion and lexical chains. Section 4 presents the system architecture. Finaly section 5 is dedicated to discussing the results.
II. RELATED WORKS
Lexical chains concept was first introduced by (Morris and Hirst, 1991). They did not implement this algorithm, as a machine-readable dictionary was not available then.
Brazilay and al. attempted to implement this algorithm using Wordnet [2] . They performed segmentation on the source text and built lexical chains in every segment. All the interpretations were computed for every sense of the word to determine the correct one. This gave it an exponential runtime complexity even for short documents.
Silber and McCoy implemented a linear time algorithm to compute lexical chains [22] . The computation consists of creating a structure to store the interpretations without actually creating them. This two phases algorithm built an internal representation in the first phase and computed the chain score and performed Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) in the second phase.
This algorithm was not yet accurate enough when performing word sense disambiguation as claimed by [8] . The algorithm divided the computation of lexical chains into three steps as opposed to two done by Silber and McCoy. In the first step, similar to Siber and McCoy they built a representation of all possible interpretations. This was the only time they made a pass through the document. The latter steps depended on this representation. The following step performed disambiguation where the word was assigned a correct sense based on sum of the weights leaving all the senses of the word, and this depends on the type of relation and the distance factor. The final step is the actual building of the lexical chains where the word whose sense is different than the assigned sense is removed. This algorithm was compared against Barzilay et als and Silber et al. algorithm and performed better in terms of word sense disambiguation.
Medelyan came up with a new approach to compute lexical chains with graph clustering [18] . Lexical chains are treated as graphs where the nodes are the terms and the edges represent the relations. The chains cohesive strength is computed by the diameter of the graph; which can be defined as the longest of the shortest distance between any two nodes in the graph. This diameter is strong if it is fully connected where each node is connected to all the others, weak or moderately cohesive. The weak cohesive chains are decomposed into several highly cohesive chains by using a graph clustering algorithm. After strong chains are identified using the chain scores, sentences are retrieved by summing up the weights of all the words in the sentence that correspond to the chain weights in which these words occur.
The previous methods assume that each chain represents a specific topic, but Ercan and Cicekli claimed that a single chain cannot represent a whole topic [7] . A cluster of lexical chains might represent a specific topic where they could define the "what", "where" and "why". They computed lexical chains using Galley et al's algorithm and filtered out the weak chains that had a score lower than a defined threshold. The remaining chains represent the strong ones and are clustered using cosine similarity. The connected sequences of sentences in these clusters are identified as segments and are scored. The best scoring segments are retrieved and the first sentence of each segment is included in the summary. The number of sentences to be retrieved in the summary depends on the number of unique sentences in the best scoring segments as only one sentence per segment is selected so this number could be less than the number of sentences required in the summary. Cohesion introduced by as a device used to glue together different parts of the text by means of cohesive relations, thus giving it a sense of unity [25] . These relations can be classified into co-reference, ellipsis, conjunction and semantic word relations. Lexical cohesion can be created by semantically related words and is one of the most identifiable types of cohesion. Halliday and Hasan classified lexical cohesion into reiteration and collocation.
Reiteration can be achieved by repetitions, superordinates, subordinates and synonyms. Collocation defines semantic relations between words that often tend to occur in similar lexical contents (e.g., "The girl was digging the garden"). Collocation as a relation is more problematic to identify than reiteration.
Lexical cohesion does not occur between a pair of words but over a number of related words spanning a topical unit of text. This grouping of words is called lexical chains. To identify a relationship between words we make use of Arabic Wordnet.
Wordnet is a lexical resource database consisting of syntactic categories such as nouns, verb, adjective and adverbs. It groups words in each syntactic category into a set of synonyms called synsets. Furthermore, the synsets can be related to others in terms of semantic relations. Wordnet identifies the following relations: synonyms are the basic and most important relation in Wordnet. Words are synonymous if they share the same sense and can be used interchangeably in the text. Hypernyms/Hyponyms also known as superordinate and subordinate. Antonyms(opposing name) are mainly described for adjectives and adverbs and meronym/holonym known as sub-part/whole part.
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE & IMPLEMENTATION
Automatic extractive summarization is a complex task that involves several challenging subtasks. The performance in each of these subtasks affects the performance for generating high quality summaries. First, Aramorph [3] proved to be faster than Stanford Parser [17] . Moreover, Aramorph works as Part of Speach tagger as well as word stemmer. The Aramorph module offers a better API which facilitates the integration. Diacritics add difficulties in comparing words and identifying their relations using Arabic Wordnet, so we used "DiacriticRemover" (reference) module to remove diacritics. Also we used "Arabic stem analyzer" to extract the stems. In general there is a lack of electronic lexical resources for Arabic, for example Arabic Wordnet is not as rich as the English counter part for Wordnet, and the only available JAVA API for the Arabic Wordnet is is written by Abobakr Ahmed, available from sourceforge:http://sourceforge.net/projects/javasourcecodeapia rabicwordnet/.
The design of the system can be summarized in the following steps as illustrated in Figure 2 below. Each module takes as input the file produced by the previous module starting with the Tokenization module which takes a single Arabic text file.
A. Part of Speech Tagging:
It consists of classification of the tokens according to the best part of speech they represent; noun, verb, adverb, etc. Arabic stem analyzer called Aramorph is used in this step. Aramorph PoS tagger produces the standard tag set as well as the extended tag set, so a noun could be assigned a tag set NN indicating a noun, ADJ indicating Adjective or NNS indicating a singular noun. Aramorph then returns the stem of the original word. The output are the stemmed words with diacritics 
B. Noun Filtering and Normalization
Nouns need to be filtered out prior to computing lexical chains. Regular Expressions have been used to accomplish this task by identifying the tags assigned as nouns by the toolkit. then, we used "Arabic normalizer" to normalize stems as follows:
* Normalization of hamzated alif to a bare alif. * Normalization of taa marbutah to haa. * Normalization of dotless yaa to yaa. * Removal of tatweel (stretching character).
We used "DiacriticRemover" to remove Diacritic of the words (1) remove excessive whitespace sequences in the Arabic text, and (2) remove all diacritic marks like (TANWEEN_ALFATHA, TANWEEN_ALDAMMA, TANWEEN_ALKASRA, FATHA, DAMMA, KASRA, SHADDA, SUKUN). The Output is the Normalized candidate words.
Fig. 2 Arabic text input sample

C. Lexical Chain Computation
For the first step, we first process all the sentences to produce a chain list. For each candidate word in each sentence, we try to add the candidate word to a chain. If the candidate word hasalready been added to a chain, we increase the chain weight by adding weight1. This number represents a strong relation and a repetition of the word. Then we add the sentence id of the candidate word to the chain and update the score of the sentence inside the chain. In case the word is not added to a chain, we create a new chain. After creating the new chain, we generate a sense list of the word by using Arabic WordNet (AWN) and add this list to the newly created chain and we mark the word as a used word by adding it to a list named used words. Finally, if the chain sense list is not empty, we add the chain to our chain list. Otherwise, we ignore the chain, since it does not contain any sense list and it cannot create any relation with other chains. Examples of lexical chains are given in figure 2.
Fig. 3 Lexical chains and their weights
After constructing the chains, we try to find relations between them. For each chain, we create a new thread to create a relation list of the chain with the other chains. We have two kinds of relations with different weight, IN-relation and OUTrelation. To simplify these relations, let us say that we have two words: "word1" and "word2". If we could find a relation between the "word1" and one of the senses of "word2", than this will represent an IN-relation for "word1" and an OUTrelation for "word2". The ID of the chain that contains the "word1" will be added to the chain of the "word2" and vice versa. The IN-relation adds weight2 to the weight and it is considered as a medium relation. The OUT-relation is considered as a weak relation and it adds weight3 to the weight. Notice that weight1> weight2> weight3. 
D. Strong Chains Identification and Extraction
By this stage, each chain contains a chain number, a list of sentence numbers and weight. The algorithm for the sentences scoring and extracting is in Figure 6 . Before extraction, we calculate sentences score by adding a fraction of chain weight to each sentence in the chain. The fraction is to take an equal fixed part of the chains weight instead of taking the whole weight which sometimes can be large numbers.
After adding the final scores of sentences inside each chain, we reach the extraction stage. In this stage we have two main steps : (1) Merging the sentences from all chains with their scores to be extracted, and (2) Sentences with highest score will be extracted for the user depending on the extraction rate that he needs. The number of extracted sentences is counted as follows: 
Number of extracted sentences = The ceil of (Extraction rate * Number of sentences in original text)
For example, if the user needs 10% of extraction and the original text includes 22 sentences. The number of the sentences which will be extracted is:
Number of extracted sentences = 0.10* 22 = ceil (2.2) =3 sentences.
(Note: we used the ceil to prevent losing part of sentences)
The output is a combination of sentences with high score in the correct sequence which represent the final summary.
Fig. 3 Extracted Sentences
The system graphical user interface is given in figure 4 , where the most prominent items are, for instance, loading a text file for summarization, original text, extracting the summary, extraction rate in percentage, displaying the generated summery, original text statistics (number of sentences, number of words, number of candidate words.), summarized text statistics, candidates words from the original text, normalized words, their frequency, senses from Arabic wordnet, and the weight of candidate words' lexical chains from the original text, lexical chains, candidate word's, sentences from original text and their weight, the score of sentence from the original text. Evaluating summaries and automatic text summarization systems is not a straightforward process. When evaluating a summary, generally we measure two properties: the Compression Ratio and the Retension Ratio, i.e. how much of the central information is retained. We can also evaluate the qualitative properties of the summaries, such as how coherence, and readability. This is usually done by using a panel of human judges (M. HASSEL, 2004).
A. Comparing with human summaries
We measured how our system performed relative to different human summaries. We choose a sample text file which includes 34 sentences in total. First, we generate summaries using our system for this text in different extraction rates which is as follows: We gave a five native english-speaking persons the same sample to summarize. Let"s call them person1 to person5.
Total # of sentences in the original text is = 34 sentences. A: # of our project's summary sentences (differentiate depending on extraction rate). p1: # of person1 summary sentences =12 p2: # of person2summary sentences =17 p3: # of person3summary sentences =14 p4: # of person4summary sentences =18 p5: # of person5summary sentences =19
Comparing human summaries with our system summary, we have found that the intersection between the summary sentences of two of them is as shown in table2.
(Note: The intersections represent the number of sentences which are common in human summary and our system's summary) A ∩  p5  10%  4  4  3  1  1  2  20%  7  6  6  4  5  4  30%  10  8  7  9  8  6  40%  14  10  9  12  11  13  50%  17  11  12  13  16  14 Finally, to measure the quality of our system depending on human summaries we have divide the intersection between the summary sentences of two of them by the total number of human summaries sentences in every percentage of extraction. The results are as shown in table 3. We conclude that the accuracy of our system will increase when the rate of extraction is increasing. Figure 5 gathers the whole information and results of comparing our system with 5 human summaries using different extraction rate. The vertical coordinate show the quality percentage and the horizontal coordinate represents the intersection of ours system's summaries and human's summaries to human summaries ration using different extraction rate summaries. 
B. How the extraction rates effect the result?
Having high extraction rates like 60% for example in small texts does not make sense because in such a case the summary may contains the most of those texts which is not reasonable. On the other hand, having small extraction rates like 20% in a summarization of large texts may result in loss of critical information of the original texts.
C. Evaluation using Human judgment
Using human judgments to have another way of evaluating a summary even that the expensive cost of human judgment. We ask 7 different human to judge the summaries of our system using 6 different texts from different categories: culture, economy, international, local, religion and sport.
First, we generate summaries for those 6 texts with different sizes and we get different numbers of summary sentences as follows:
# of summary sentences using culture text = 8 # of summary sentences using economy text = 10 # of summary sentences using international text = 7 # of summary sentences using local text = 5 # of summary sentences using religion text = 9 # of summary sentences using sport text = 4
Then, we give these all summaries for each human involved in this evaluation and we ask them to count the number sentences that describe the entire text to the total number of summary sentences in different types of texts. Finally, we find the ratio of these numbers of sentences to the total number of sentences in the summaries. Fig. 6 Human judgment on six texts Figure 5 shows human judgment of our system using 6 different texts from different categories: culture, economy, international, local, religion and sport. We can see from the graph that the human judgment will depend on the type of the text. 
